Warehouse protections

INDICATION MARKING SAFETY

zz
Barrier post

NEW

Cost-effective barrier post to easily prohibit access to a zone, mark out
access or guide people in queues. Ideal to secure or mark out access
paths, both inside and outside. It offers a rapid and economical solution, as it can be installed quickly and easily and can be adapted to all
situations.
■■ Post height: 910 mm/35.82 Inch
■■ Diameter 63 mm/2.48 Inch
■■ Weighted base: Ø 320 mm/12.59 Inch
■■ Barrier length 2000 mm/78.74 Inch, mounted on a roller mechanism built into the post
■■ 1 main post with barrier + 3 connecting posts

160110

Red/white strap

5 days

Per unit

160111

Yellow/black strap

5 days

Per unit

160112

A4 Vertical/Horizontal and rotating
panel for post

5 days

Per unit

zz
PVC posts
NEW

NEW

PVC posts with weighted base to mark out and secure
working zones or hazardous zones.
■■ Chain: 2 or 10 metre length
■■ Colour: White/red
■■ With space for information frame (ref. 160212)
160120

Kit of 2 PVC posts with 2 Meter
red/white chain

5 days

Per unit

160121

Kit of 6 PVC posts with 10 Meter
red/white chain

5 days

Per unit

160112

A4 Vertical/Horizontal and rotating panel for post

5 days

Per unit

Collisions between forklift trucks and shelves are the most
common workplace accidents in warehouses. To significantly reduce the risks of subsequent damage, the post
protection is a clever shield system for shelves to avoid
racks falling in the event of a collision. Thanks to its universal format, the protection adjusts to several different
shelf sizes, so you do not need to worry about precise
dimensions. This protection model absorbs energy and
offers incomparable flexibility. After a collision, the shelving protection will return back to its original position and
its external appearance and properties, whilst keeping
your shelving intact.
■■ Colour: yellow
■■ For post 75>110 mm/2.95>4.33 Inch
■■ H 600 mm/23.62 Inch
160410

Set of 6 protections Ø 40 mm /
1.57 Inch

On stock

In batch

160411

Set of 4 protections Ø 70 mm /
2.75 Inch

On stock

In batch

160412

Post protection installation kit

On stock

Per unit
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